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2007 001A (29709)        
Name:  Lapan-Tubsat 
Country: Indonesia  
Launch date: 10 January 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Sriharikota  
Launch vehicle:  PSLV    
Orbit:  620 x 638 km, inclination: 97.9°                                   
 

 
 
The Lembaga Penerbangan dan Antariksa Nasional Indonesia, meaning Indonesian National Aeronautics 
and Space Agency (Lapan)-Tubsat was a 57 kg satellite assembled at the Technical University of Berlin. It 
carried two CCD color cameras as well as an S band payload transmitter. The real time images were used 
to monitor regions affected by the disasters that have plagued the country in the previous year. 
 

  



2007 001B (29710)        
Name:  IRS P-7 
Country: India  
Launch date: 10 January 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Sriharikota  
Launch vehicle:  PSLV    
Orbit:  641 x 621 km, inclination: 97.9°                                   
 

 
 

IRS P-7 or Cartosat-2 was a 635 kg cartographic satellite which carried imaging equipment with a resolution 
of 1m.  
 

  



2007 001C (29711)        
Name:  SRE 
Country: India  
Launch date: 10 January 2007 
Re-entry: 22 January 2007                                          
Launch site: Sriharikota  
Launch vehicle:  PSLV    
Orbit:  486 x 641 km, inclination: 97.9°                                   
 

 
 
The Space Capsule Recovery Experiment (SRE) demonstrated the capability to recover an orbiting space 
capsule with an emphasis on thermal protection systems, navigation, guidance and control, hypersonic 
aerothermodynamics, management of communication blackout, deceleration and floatation system, 
recovery operations, etc. 
The 550 kg payload remained in orbit until 22 January 2007 during which it was used to perform 
experiments in micro-gravity environment. The capsule then de-orbited and re-entered using a parachute 
system. Splashdown was in the Bay of Bengal, about 140 km east of Sriharikota coast. A floatation system 
kept the SRE afloat and enabled its recovery.  
 

  



2007 001D (29712)        
Name:  Peheunsat-1 
Country: Argentina  
Launch date: 10 January 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Sriharikota  
Launch vehicle:  PSLV    
Orbit:  621 x 641 km, inclination: 97.9°                                   
 

 
 
Developed by the University of Comahue in Argentina and the Amateur Satellite Association of Argentina, the 
6 kg Peheunsat-1 carried amateur radio experiments. In addition the satellite, named after an Argentinean 
tree, served as an educational project. 
It was eventually also designated as Oscar-63 or PO-63. 
 

  



2007 002A (29714)        
Name:  Progress M-59  
Country: Russia  
Launch date: 18 January 2007 
Re-entry: 1 August 2007                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle: Soyuz U      
Orbit:  322 x 352 km, inclination: 51.6°                                   
 
Cargo transfer spacecraft as described for 1989 066A.  
Progress M-59 docked at the Pirs nadir port of ISS (1998 067A) on 20 January 2007. The flight was also 
known as ISS-24P. It undocked on 1 August 2007. 
 

  



---        
Name:  NSS-8 
Country: The Netherlands  
Launch date: 30 January 2007 
Re-entry: n.a.                                          
Launch site: Odyssey  
Launch vehicle:  Zenit SL 3     
Orbit:  failed to orbit 
 

 
 
Communications satellite owned by SES New Skies. The 5950 kg satellite used the Boeing BSS-702 platform 
and carried  56 C band and 36 Ku band transponders.  
An explosion of the launch vehicle on the launch pad prevented the satellite from achieving it geostationary 
orbit at 57° East.                                  
 

  



2007 003A (30323)        
Name:  Beidou 1-D 
Country: China  
Launch date: 2 February 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Xichang  
Launch vehicle:  CZ 3A     
Orbit:  186 x 41688 km, inclination: 25.0°                                   
 
Experimental navigational satellite as described for 2000 069A. The satellite was launched as a back-up. 
 

  



2007 004A (30580)        
Name:  THEMIS-A  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 17 February 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral   
Launch vehicle: Delta 7925      
Orbit:  469 x 87324 km, inclination: 15.9°                                   
 

 
 

The Time History of Events and Macroscale Interactions during Substorms (THEMIS) mission, also known as 
Medium-class Explorer mission (Midex-5) and Explorer-85, comprised five identical satellites placed in 
different locations in the Earth’s magnetosphere to determine the causes of the global reconfigurations of the 
Earth's magnetosphere through observing auroral activity.  
Each 126 kg satellite carried a payload comprising: 
1. a Flux Gate Magnetometer (FGM) to measures the background magnetic field and any low frequency 

fluctuations superimposed upon it; 
2. an Electrostatic Analyzer (ESA) to detect electrons and ions with a specified energy from a certain 

direction at a given time over the energy range from ~3 eV to 30 keV; 
3. two Solid State Telescopes (SST) to measure superthermal ions and electrons to remotely sense the 

expansion of the heated plasma sheet that occurs at substorm onset; 
4. the Search Coil Magnetometer (SCM) to measure low frequency magnetic field fluctuations and 

waves in three directions in the Earth’s magnetosphere; and 
5. two axial and four radial Electric Field Instruments (EFI) to sense the electric field in Earth's ever-

changing magnetosphere.  
 

  



2007 004B (30581)        
Name:  THEMIS-B  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 17 February 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral   
Launch vehicle: Delta 7925      
Orbit:  472 x 87337 km, inclination: 15.9°                                   
 
Scientific satellite as described for 2007 004A and also known as Explorer-86. On completion of the primary 
mission the spacecraft was placed in an orbit to perform lunar fly bys to observe the solar wind and the lunar 
wake. Renamed as Acceleration Reconnection and Turbulence and Electrodynamics of the Moon's 
Interaction with the Sun (Artemis) P-1, the fly bys occurred on 31 January 2010 and 13 February 2010 before 
it settled in an orbit around the L2 Lissajous point and later L1 Lissajous point. Artemis P1 was then 
maneuvered to reach a lunar orbit on 27 June 2011 and was placed in a 1930 x 20580 km orbit with an 
inclination of 173.67o.  
 

 
 
From this retrograde orbit, along with Artemis P2 (2007 004C) it observed the lunar surface and its magnetic 
field and the surrounding magnetic environment. With two spacecraft orbiting in opposite directions it will be 
possible to acquire a full 3-D view. 
 

  



2007 004C (30582)        
Name:  THEMIS-C  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 17 February 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral   
Launch vehicle: Delta 7925      
Orbit:  471 x 87303 km, inclination: 15.9°                                   
 
Scientific satellite as described for 2007 004A and also known as Explorer-87. On completion of the primary 
mission the spacecraft was placed in an orbit to perform lunar fly bys to observe the solar wind and the lunar 
wake. Renamed as Acceleration Reconnection and Turbulence and Electrodynamics of the Moon's 
Interaction with the Sun (Artemis) P-2, the fly by occurred on 28 March 2010 whilst it achieved an orbit at the 
L2 Lissajous point on 22 October 2010. From there it maneuvered into a lunar orbit similar to that of Artemis 
P1 (2007 004B) but in an opposite posigrade direction. This orbit was reached on 17 July 2011. 
 

  



2007 004D (30583)        
Name:  THEMIS-D  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 17 February 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral   
Launch vehicle: Delta 7925      
Orbit:  3827 x 67610 km, inclination: 7.0°                                   
 
Scientific satellite as described for 2007 004A. Also known as Explorer-88. 
 

  



2007 004E (30584)        
Name:  THEMIS-E  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 17 February 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral   
Launch vehicle: Delta 7925      
Orbit:  1913 x 77180 km, inclination: 12.0°                                   
 
Scientific satellite as described for 2007 004A. Also known as Explorer-89. 
 

  



2007 005A (30586)        
Name:  IGS-3B 
Country: Japan  
Launch date: 24 February 2007 
Re-entry: 13 April 2014                                      
Launch site: Tanegashima  
Launch vehicle:  H 2A-2024    
Orbit:  481 x 494 km, inclination: 97.2°                                   
 
Military reconnaissance satellite as described for 2003 009B. Launched as a replacement for the satellite that 
failed on 29 November 2003, it is believed IGS-3B was fitted with a radar  imager and has also been referred 
to as Reda-2 and Radar-2. 
 

  



2007 005B (30587)        
Name:  IGS Optical 4 Verification 
Country: Japan  
Launch date: 24 February 2007 
Re-entry: 12 November 2013                                        
Launch site: Tanegashima  
Launch vehicle:  H 2A-2024    
Orbit:  481 x 494 km, inclination: 97.2°                                   
 
The IGS Optical 4 Verification satellite was an experimental satellite to test out improvements to the earlier 
Japanese optical spy satellites, which performed less well than hoped. 
 

  



2007 006A (30772)        
Name:  Orbital Express-Astro 
Country: USA  
Launch date: 9 March 2007 
Re-entry: 25 October 2013                                        
Launch site: Cape Canaveral  
Launch vehicle:  Atlas V-401    
Orbit:  491 x 499 km, inclination: 46.0°  
                             

 
 
Orbital Express was a Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency demonstration of the feasibility of 
repairing damaged satellites by an autonomous, space based robot. Orbital Express consisted of the 952 
kg Autonomous Space Transporter and Robotic Orbiter (Astro) servicing satellite and the 226 kg Next 
Generation Satellite and Commodities spacecraft (NextSat/CSC) (2007 006C). Astro had a grappling arm 
and a three three-pronged docking mechanism. In the tests the Astro satellite was the active spacecraft 
whilst NextSat/CSC was the passive spacecraft. 
Although separate International Designations were given to Astro and NextSat/CSC, the two spacecraft 
remained attached to each other until 16 April 2007. 
The programme of tests and demonstrations consisted of several demonstration scenarios: 
1. Scenario 0, in which the two spacecraft remained attached during fluid and battery transfer tests. 

The first of these tests took place on 1 April 2007 and operations continued for about 20 more days 
during which the Orbital Express executed 11 separate experiments, including nine fuel transfers 
between the satellites and two uses of the ten-foot-long robotic arm to move objects to 
NextSat/CSC; 

2. Scenario 1 in which the separation ring was ejected and Astro was immediately captured by 
NextSat/CSC to conduct another fluid and battery transfer test. The first test took place on 16 April 
2007; 

3. Scenario 2 saw the spacecraft separate by 10 m for a period of 1 hour before they joined again. 
This took place on 6 May 2007; 

4. Scenario 3, on 11 May 2007, was intended to separate the two spacecraft by 30 m. But at about 
10 m an anomaly in the sensor flight computer on Astro failed and, based on an abort plan, Astro 
flew automatically to a distance of 120 m to avoid a collision with NextSat. The spacecraft was then 
allowed to drift freely and separated up to 5 km. Engineers succeeded to recover from the problem 
and the spacecraft were joined again on 20 May 2007; 

5. Scenario 4 intended to achieve a separation of 40 m but this scenario was cancelled following the 
Scenario 3 event; 

6. Scenario 5, completed on 16 June 2007, saw Astro circumnavigate NextSat/CSC in a 60 x 120 m 
orbit maneuver followed by a recapture; 

7. Scenario 6, in which it was intended to move Astro 1 km behind NextSat/CSC followed by a 
recapture. Following the Scenario 3 event, Scenario 6 was included in Scenario 7; 

8. Scenario 7, completed on 23 June 2007, has Astro move 7 km ahead of NextSat/CSC followed by 
a recapture; and 



9. Scenario 8, in which Astro move again 7 km behind NextSat/CSC followed by a recapture and 
propellant and battery transfers, was completed on 2 July 2007. 

This completed the primary mission of the two spacecraft. After this the satellites were separated with a distance 
of 1000 km, after which the remaining 150 kg of propellant on board of Astro was dumped. 
 
The flight, which has also been referred to as STP-1, deployed the other satellites in two different orbits.  
 

 
ESPA ring 

 
It carried the Expendable Secondary Payload Adaptor (ESPA) ring developed for placement on Delta IV or 
Atlas V expendable launch vehicles, providing attachment points for four separate small satellites. On this 
mission these were MidSTAR-1 (2007 006C), CFESat (2007 006E) and FalconSat-3 (2007 006F). NPSat-
1 was scheduled to be launched on this flight but as the satellite was not ready and was eventually 
cancelled, it was replaced by a mass simulator which was fitted with instrumentation to measure the 
performance of the ESPA such as shock events, engine start and cut-off transients, spacecraft separations 
and how the vibrations propagate through the ESPA ring itself. The ESPA ring remained attached to the 
upper stage (2007 006G). 
 

  



2007 006B (30773)        
Name:  MidSTAR-1 
Country: USA  
Launch date: 9 March 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral  
Launch vehicle:  Atlas V-401    
Orbit:  494 x 499 km, inclination: 46.0°          
                          

 
 
The Midshipman Space Technology Applications Research (MidSTAR)-1 was based on a general-purpose 
satellite bus capable of supporting a variety of space missions by easily accommodating a wide range of 
space experiments and instruments. The 120 kg satellite carried the Internet Communications Satellite 
(ICSat) experiment and the Configurable Fault Tolerant Processor (CFTP) experiment. 
 

  



2007 006C (30774)        
Name:  Orbital Express-NextSat/CSC 
Country: USA  
Launch date: 16 April 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral  
Launch vehicle:  Atlas V-401    
Orbit:  491 x 499 km, inclination: 46.0°  
 

 
 
Technology satellite as described for 2007 006A, from which it did not separate for the first time until 16 April 
2007. 
 

  



2007 006D (30775)        
Name:  STP Sat-1 
Country: USA  
Launch date: 9 March 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral  
Launch vehicle:  Atlas V-401    
Orbit:  558 x 561 km, inclination: 35.4°                                   
 

 
 
The 170 kg STPSat-1 provided a platform for various technology experiments. It carried: 
1. the Spatial Heterodyne Imager for Atmospheric Radicals (SHIMMER); and  
2. the Computerized Ionospheric Tomography Receiver in Space (CITRIS). 
In addition the satellite will deploy two tethered Micro-Electric-Mechanical System (MEMS)-based 
PICOSAT Inspector (MEPSI) satellites. 
 

  



2007 006E (30776)        
Name:  FalconSat-3 
Country: USA  
Launch date: 9 March 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral  
Launch vehicle:  Atlas V-401    
Orbit:  558 x 560 km, inclination: 35.4°                                   
 

 
 
FalconSat-3 was a 50 kg microsatellite that investigated the plasma turbulence in the F region ionosphere. 
The three experiments were: 
1. the Flat Plasma Spectrometer (FLAPS), a planar electrostatic analyzer used to measure ion spectra 

differential in energy;  
2. the Plasma Local Anomalous Noise Environment (PLANE) experiment, a bifurcated retarding 

potential analyzer capable of distinguishing between ambient and spacecraft-induced turbulence; 
and  

3. the Micro-Propulsion Attitude Control System (MPACS), consisting of a set of Teflon-fueled pulsed 
plasma thrusters used to stabilize satellite attitude.  

 

  



2007 006F (30777)        
Name:  CFESat 
Country: USA  
Launch date: 9 March 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral  
Launch vehicle:  Atlas V-401    
Orbit:  558 x 563 km, inclination: 35.4°                                   
 

 
 
The Cibola Flight Experiment Satellite (CFESat) surveyed portions of the VHF and UHF radio spectra with 
the objective to detect and measure impulse events that occur in a complex background.  
The spacecraft was built by Surrey Satellites using the MicroBus-100 platform fitted with deployable panels 
and long booms for the antennas. The payload included the Radio for VHF/UHF spectrum monitoring and 
a GPS receiver. The mass of CFESat was about 160 kg. 
 

  



2007 007A (30793)        
Name:  Skynet-5A  
Country: United Kingdom   
Launch date: 11 March 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Kourou  
Launch vehicle:  Ariane 5ECA     
Orbit:  geostationary at 1°W                                  
 

 
 
Skynet-5A was a 4725 kg military communications satellite fitted with 9 UHF and 15 SHF transponders as 
well as anti-jamming capabilities. It was built by EADS Astrium using the Eurostar E3000 platform. The satellite 
was owned and operated by Paradigm Secure Communications, a subsidiary of EADS Astrium, on a lease to 
the military. 
It was later moved to 6oE and to 94.8oE in March 2015. 
 

  



2007 007B (30794)        
Name:  Insat 4-B  
Country: India  
Launch date: 11 March 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Kourou  
Launch vehicle:  Ariane 5ECA  
Orbit:  geostationary at 93.5°E                                  
 

 
 
Communications satellite as described for 2005 049A. It was moved to 95.2oE in August 2015. 
 

  



---        
Name:  Falcon 1 u/s   
Country: USA  
Launch date: 21 March 2007 
Re-entry: n.a                                          
Launch site: Omelek Island  
Launch vehicle:  Falcon 1     
Orbit:  failed to orbit                                   
 

 
LCT2 

 
Test flight of the Falcon 1 launch vehicle which failed to achieve orbit due to a premature shutdown of the 
second stage engine. 
The launch vehicle did not carry a satellite but two NASA sponsored experiment packages were carried. They 
were not intended to be deployed and remained attached to the second stage. 
The instruments were: 
1. the Low Cost TDRSS Transceiver (LCT2), a new transceiver for the relay of telemetry to the ground 

through the TDRS satellites; and 
2. the Autonomous Flight Safety System (AFSS), a real-time onboard hardware and software system 

for tracking for small expendable vehicles at remote launch sites where providing traditional ground-
based range safety infrastructure would be to expensive. 

 

  



---        
Name:  Goddard-2  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 22 March 2007 
Re-entry: n.a.                         
Launch site: Van Horn  
Launch vehicle: Goddard      
Orbit:  suborbital                                   
 
Test flight in the development of the New Shepard crewed and re-usable launch vehicle using a sub-scale 
model as described for Goddard-1 (12 November 2006). 
 

  



2007 008A (31100)        
Name:  Soyuz TMA-10 
Country: Russia  
Launch date: 7 April 2007 
Re-entry: 21 October 2007                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle:  Soyuz FG    
Orbit:  330 x 345 km, inclination: 51.6°                                   
 
Crewed spaceflight with cosmonauts F. Yurchikhin (Cmdr), O. Kotov (Fl. Eng) and C. Simonyi (USA) using 
a Soyuz TMA spacecraft as described for 2002 050A. The mission was also known as ISS-14S and the call 
sign was Pulsar. Yurchikhin and Kotov were the fifteenth permanent crew (EX-15) for ISS. The spacecraft 
docked with the Zarya nadir docking port of ISS (1998 067A) on 9 April 2007.  
Simonyi returned to Earth on board of Soyuz TMA-9 (2006 040A). He had been in space for 13 days, 19 
hours, 0 minutes. 
On 27 September 2007 the spacecraft was undocked and redocked at rear Zvezda docking port. It undocked 
from there on 20 October 2007. 
On the return flight the spacecraft also carried Malaysian cosmonaut Shukor who had arrived on Soyuz TMA-
11 (2007 045A). Yurchekin and Kotov had been in space for 196 days, 17 hours, 5 minutes. 
 

  



2007 009A (31102)        
Name:  Anik F-3 
Country: Canada  
Launch date: 9 April 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle: Proton M/Briz M      
Orbit:  geostationary at 118.7°W                                  
 

 
 
Communications satellite owned by Telesat. The 4,600 kg satellite was built by EADS Astrium using a 
Eurostar E3000 platform. It was fitted with 24 C band, 32 Ku band and 2 Ka band transponders. 
 

  



2007 010A (31113)        
Name:  Haiyang 1-B 
Country: China  
Launch date: 11 April 2004 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Taiyuan  
Launch vehicle:  CZ 2C    
Orbit:  782 x 815 km, inclination: 98.6°                                   
 
Oceanographic observation satellite as described for 2002 024B. 
 

  



2007 011A (31115)        
Name:  Beidou 2-M1  
Country: China  
Launch date: 13 April 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Xichang   
Launch vehicle: CZ 3A      
Orbit:  21519 x 21545 km, inclination: 55.3°                                   
 

 
 

Navigational satellite in the Compass Navigation Satellite System (CNSS) system.  
The system, which was based on the Beidou 1 system as described for 2000 069A, comprised a number of 
geostationary satellites, medium Earth orbit satellites and satellites in an inclined geostationary orbit. It had a 
locational accuracy of 10 m. 
The satellites were based on the Dong Fang Hong (DFH)-3 satellite bus, with a design life span of eight 
years. 
 

  



2007 012A (31117) 
Name:  EgyptSat-1 
Country: Egypt  
Launch date: 17 April 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour   
Launch vehicle: Dnepr 1      
Orbit:  658 x 666 km, inclination: 98.1°                                   
 

 
 
Also referred to as MisrSat-1, EgyptSat-1 was an Earth observation satellite built KB Yuzhnoye, using the 
MS-1TK platform. The 110 kg satellite was fitted with a high resolution multispectral imager as well as a  store 
and forward communications payload. 
The satellite ceased operations in 2011. 
 

  



2007 012B (31118) 
Name:  Saudisat-3  
Country: Saudi Arabia  
Launch date: 17 April 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour   
Launch vehicle: Dnepr 1      
Orbit:  656 x 679 km, inclination: 98.1°                                   
 
Saudisat-3 was a 35 kg experimental remote sensing satellite. 
 

  



2007 012C (31119) 
Name:  SaudiComsat-7 
Country: Saudi Arabia   
Launch date: 17 April 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour   
Launch vehicle: Dnepr 1      
Orbit:  651 x 740 km, inclination: 98.1°                                   
 
Communications satellite as described for SaudiComsat-1 (2004 025D). 
 

  



2007 012E (31121) 
Name:  SaudiComsat-6 
Country: Saudi Arabia   
Launch date: 17 April 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour   
Launch vehicle: Dnepr 1      
Orbit:  649 x 762 km, inclination: 98.1°                                   
 
Communications satellite as described for SaudiComsat-1 (2004 025D). 
 

 
  



2007 012F (31122) 
Name:  AeroCube-2              
Country: USA  
Launch date: 17 April 2007  
Re-entry: in orbit                     
Launch site: Baikonour                 
Launch vehicle: Dnepr 1  
Orbit:  647 x 771 km, inclination: 98.1o       
 

 
 
AeroCube-2 was a 1 kg cubesat developed by the Aerospace Corporation. It carried a communications 
system as well as a suite of CMOS cameras developed by the Harvey Mudd College. It was to test a new 
power system as well as demonstrate the use of a 23 cm pillow balloon for de-orbiting. The power system 
failed after 24 hours and the balloon demonstration could not be performed.  
The satellite was deployed from the Poly-Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD)-A picosatellite deployer that 
was carried on the launch vehicle.   
 

  



2007 012H (31124) 
Name:  SaudiComsat-5 
Country: Saudi Arabia   
Launch date: 17 April 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour   
Launch vehicle: Dnepr 1      
Orbit:  652 x 729 km, inclination: 98.1°                                   
 
Communications satellite as described for SaudiComsat-1 (2004 025D). 
 

  



2007 012J (31125) 
Name:  SaudiComsat-3 
Country: Saudi Arabia   
Launch date: 17 April 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour   
Launch vehicle: Dnepr 1      
Orbit:  653 x 718 km, inclination: 98.1°                                   
 
Communications satellite as described for SaudiComsat-1 (2004 025D). 
 

  



2007 012K (31126) 
Name:  MAST              
Country: USA   
Launch date: 17 April 2007  
Re-entry: in orbit                     
Launch site: Baikonour                  
Launch vehicle: Dnepr 1 
Orbit:  647 x 782 km, inclination: 98.1o       
 

 
 
The Multi-Application Survivable Tether (MAST) was developed by Tethers Unlimited to investigate the 
dynamics of tethered formations of spacecraft and the survivability of tethers in the harsh space 
environment. The 3 kg satellite comprised three sections: 
1. the Tether Deployer (TED), which contained the 1000 m tether line; 
2. Ralph, the tether end mass; and 
3. Gadget, the inspector component which slowly traveled up an down the tether line to take pictures 

to determine how quickly the tether experiences damage due to impacts by micrometeoroids and 
orbital debris, as well as due to erosion by atomic oxygen and UV light.  

The satellite was deployed from the Poly-Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD)-C picosatellite deployer that 
was carried on the launch vehicle. 
Once in orbit it proved impossible to establish radio contact with the TED component whilst it appears that 
only a small part of the tether line was deployed.  
 

  



2007 012L (31127) 
Name:  SaudiComsat-4 
Country: Saudi Arabia   
Launch date: 17 April 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour   
Launch vehicle: Dnepr 1      
Orbit:  650 x 720 km, inclination: 98.1°                                   
 
Communications satellite as described for SaudiComsat-1 (2004 025D). 
 

  



2007 012M (31128) 
Name:  PolySat CP-3              
Country: USA  
Launch date: 17 April 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                     
Launch site: Baikonour                 
Launch vehicle: Dnepr 1  
Orbit:  646 x 793 km, inclination: 98.1o       
 

 
 
PolySat CP-3, a 1 kg cubesat developed by the California Polytechnic Institute, carried a three-axis 
magnetorquing experiment with magnetometers and magnetorquers.   
The satellite was deployed from the Poly-Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD)-B picosatellite deployer that 
was carried on the launch vehicle. 
 

  



2007 012N (31129) 
Name:  Libertad-1              
Country: Columbia  
Launch date: 17 April 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                     
Launch site: Baikonour                 
Launch vehicle: Dnepr 1 
Orbit:  646 x 792 km, inclination: 98.1o       
 

 
 
Libertad-1 (Freedom-1), a 1 kg cubesat developed by the University of Sergio Arboleda, Columbia, carried 
a camera and transmitter which broadcast a stanza of the Colombian national anthem, as well as a GPS 
receiver. 
The satellite was deployed from the Poly-Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD)-B picosatellite deployer that 
was carried on the launch vehicle. 
 

  



2007 012P (31330) 
Name:  CAPE-1              
Country: USA  
Launch date: 17 April 2007  
Re-entry: in orbit                     
Launch site: Baikonour                 
Launch vehicle: Dnepr 1  
Orbit:  646 x 793 km, inclination: 98.1o     
   

 
 
The Cajun Advanced Picosatellite Experiment (CAPE)-1 was a 1 kg cubesat developed by University of 
Louisiana. The satellite carried out a series of telemetry tests including temperature measurements. It also 
carried a transmitter. 
The satellite was deployed from the Poly-Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD)-B picosatellite deployer that 
was carried on the launch vehicle. 
 

  



2007 012Q (31132) 
Name:  PolySat CP-4              
Country: USA   
Launch date: 17 April 2007  
Re-entry: in orbit                      
Launch site: Baikonour                 
Launch vehicle: Dnepr 1 
Orbit:  638 x 778 km, inclination: 98.1o       
 

 
 
The PolySat CP-4 cubesat was a replacement for the CalPoly CP-2 that failed on 26 July 2006 and was 
also known as PolySat CP-2.1. It had a mass of 1 kg. 
The satellite was deployed from the Poly-Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD)-A picosatellite deployer that 
was carried on the launch vehicle. 
 

  



2007 012R (31133) 
Name:  CSTB-1              
Country: USA   
Launch date: 17 April 2007  
Re-entry: in orbit                     
Launch site: Baikonour                 
Launch vehicle: Dnepr 1 
Orbit:  642 x 777 km, inclination: 98.1o       
 

 
 
The Cube Sat Test Bed (CSTB)-1 was developed by Boeing to test components to be included in small 
satellites proposed by Boeing. The 1 kg satellite carried four microcontrollers which could perform more 
than 300 million instructions per second. 
The satellite was deployed from the Poly-Picosatellite Orbital Deployer (P-POD)-A picosatellite deployer that 
was carried on the launch vehicle. 
 

  



---     
Name:  Goddard-3  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 19 April 2007 
Re-entry: n.a.                         
Launch site: Van Horn  
Launch vehicle:  Goddard     
Orbit:  suborbital                                 
 
Test flight in the development of the New Shepard crewed and re-usable launch vehicle using a sub-scale 
model as described for Goddard-1 (12 November 2006). 
Up to ten test flights had been planned between 2007 and 2009 but only three took place. 
 

  



2007 013A (31135)        
Name:  AGILE  
Country: Italy  
Launch date: 23 April 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Sriharikota  
Launch vehicle: PSLV-CA      
Orbit:  524 x 531 km, inclination: 2.5°                                   
 

 
 
The Astro-rivelatore Gamma a Immagini LEggero (AGILE) satellite was devoted to gamma-ray 
astrophysics. The programme is a collaboration of the Italian Space Agency (ASI), the Italian Institute of 
Astrophysics (INAF) and the Italian Institute for Nuclear Physics (INFN) as well as several Italian universities 
whilst the satellite itself was built by Carlo Gavazzi Space in collaboration with other Italian space 
companies. The 254 kg satellite carried a low mass gamma ray detector for observations in the gamma ray 
range as well as an X-ray detector and a mini-calorimeter to hunt for transient events such as gamma ray 
burst. 
The satellite also carried the German Rubin-6 communication payload to send data via the Orbcomm satellite 
constellation. 
 

  



2007 013B (31136)        
Name:  AAM  
Country: India  
Launch date: 23 April 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Sriharikota  
Launch vehicle: PSLV      
Orbit:  531 x 551 km, inclination: 2.5°                                   
 

 
 
The 180 kg Advanced Avionics Module (AAM) tested advanced avionic for use in future PSLV flights. It 
remained attached to the upper stage. 
 

  



2007 014A (31140)        
Name:  NFIRE  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 24 April 2007 
Re-entry: 4 November 2015                                          
Launch site: Wallops Island  
Launch vehicle: Minotaur 1      
Orbit:  255 x 464 km, inclination: 48.2°                                   
 

 
 
The objective of the 496 kg Near Field Infrared Experiment (NFIRE) satellite was to collect high and low 
resolution images of a boosting rocket to improve the understanding of exhaust plume phenomenology and 
plume-to-rocket body discrimination using its Track Sensor payload. 
In addition NFIRE observed other targets such as aircraft, rocket launches, other missile tests, forest fires and 
volcanoes from a viewing distance of 100 to 1000 km. The first observation of a Minotaur 2 rocket launched 
from Vandenberg, took place on 23 August 2007. Other observations included the launch of a Chimera rocket 
(based on the Minuteman missile) on 24 September 2008. 
The satellite also carried a secondary experiment to test laser communications. This experiment was provided 
by Germany and replaced and earlier ‘kill vehicle’ payload which would have been tested with a separately 
launched missile. 
 

  



2007 015A (31304)        
Name:  AIM   
Country: USA   
Launch date: 25 April 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Vandenberg  
Launch vehicle: Pegasus XL      
Orbit:  586 x 600 km, inclination: 97.8°                                   
 

 
 
The Aeronomy of Ice in the Mesosphere (AIM) studied polar mesospheric clouds located at the edge of space, 
80 km above the Earth's surface in the coldest part of the planet's atmosphere.  
The 196 kg satellite, part of NASA’s Small Explorer series of satellites and was also known as SMEX-9 and 
Explorer-90. It carried three instruments: 
1. Solar Occultation For Ice Experiment (SOFIE), which will measure the temperature of the 

mesosphere and how much water vapor is present, to determine what combination of these is 
necessary to freeze the water into ice crystals as well as measure the amounts of other gases; 

2. Cloud Imaging And Particle Size Experiment (CIPS) which will take pictures of the clouds to determine 
when and where they form, and what they look like; 

3. Cosmic Dust Experiment (CDE) to measure how much dust from meteors enters the earth’s 
atmosphere.  

 

  



---        
Name:  Celestis-6   
Country: USA  
Launch date: 27 April 2007 
Re-entry: n.a.                                     
Launch site: White Sands  
Launch vehicle:  SpaceLoft XL     
Orbit:  suborbital to 116 km                                   
 

 
 
The Celestis-6 payload (Legacy Flight) carried the remains of 200 persons, including astronaut Gordon 
Cooper and actor James Doohan (Scotty of the television series "Star Trek).  
The payload went in a suborbital trajectory. The launch vehicle also carried a number of scientific experiments. 
The launch took place from the Spaceport America facility. 
 

  



2007 016A (31306)        
Name:  Astra-1L 
Country: Luxembourg  
Launch date: 4 May 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Kourou  
Launch vehicle: Ariane 5 ECA      
Orbit:  geostationary at 19.2°E   
                                

 
 
Astra-1L was a communications satellite owned by SES-Astra. Based on a Lockheed Martin A2100AXS 
platform, the 4500 kg spacecraft carried 29 Ku band transponders as well as a 2 transponders in the Ka band 
payload. 
 

  



2007 016B (31307)        
Name:  Galaxy-17  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 4 May 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Kourou  
Launch vehicle: Ariane 5 ECA      
Orbit:  geostationary at 74.0°W                                  
 

 
 
Galaxy-17 was a communications satellite owned by Intelsat. Built by Thales Alenia using a Spacebus 
3000B3, the 4100 kg satellite carried 24 C band transponders and 24 Ku band transponders. 
 

  



2007 017A (31393)        
Name:  Progress M-60  
Country: Russia  
Launch date: 12 May 2007 
Re-entry: 25 September 2007                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle: Soyuz U      
Orbit:  330 x 343 km, inclination: 51.6°                                   
 
Cargo transfer spacecraft as described for 1989 066A.  
Progress M-60 docked at the rear Zvezda docking port of ISS (1998 067A) on 15 May 2007. The flight was 
also known as ISS-25P. 
Progress M-60 undocked on 19 September 2007 but remained in orbit for a five-day experiment to study the 
behavior of plasma particles in the exhaust from the spacecraft’s engines at various stages of flight. 
 

  



2007 018A (31395)        
Name:  NigComSat-1 
Country: Nigeria  
Launch date: 13 May 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Xichang  
Launch vehicle: CZ 3B/E      
Orbit:  geostationary at 42.5°E                                  
 

 
 
Communications satellite owned by the Nigerian Communication Satellite (NIGCOMSAT) Limited. The 5150 
kg satellite was based on the DFH-4 platform and carried 4 C band transponders, 14 Ku band transponders, 
8 Ka band transponders and 2 L band transponders. 
The satellite suffered a solar power failure on 10 November 2008.  
 

  



2007 019A (31490)        
Name:  YW-2  
Country: China  
Launch date: 25 May 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Jiuquan   
Launch vehicle: CZ 2D      
Orbit:  631 x 655 km, inclination: 97.9°                                   
 
Earth observation satellite as described for 2006 015A. The satellite was fitted with electro-optical equipment 
and was also known as Jian Bing 6-1. The equipment included an Off-axis Three-mirror Reflective Optical 
System and high-speed real-time motion picture compressing encoding technology. 
 

  



2007 019B (31491)        
Name:  Zheda Pixing-1A  
Country: China  
Launch date: 25 May 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Jiuquan  
Launch vehicle: CZ 2D      
Orbit:  631 x 655 km, inclination: 97.9°                                   
 

 
 
The Zheda Pixing (ZP)-1A is believed to have been a 1 kg satellite for research on micro-electric-mechanics 
systems (MEMS), developed by the Zhejiang University and the Shanghai Institute of Microsystem and 
Information Technology. The satellite was a 26-face object with 18 square faces and 8 triangle faces. 17 
squares were covered by solar cells, with total size of 270 cm2. In addition the satellite carried an infrared 
sensor, an S band transceiver and a CMOS camera. 
 

  



2007 020A (31571)        
Name:  Globalstar FM-65  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 29 May 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle:  Soyuz FG Fregat     
Orbit:  914 x 932 km, inclination: 52.0°                                   
 
Mobile communications satellite as described for 1998 008A. The satellite was a replacement. 
 

  



2007 020C (31573)        
Name:  Globalstar FM-69  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 29 May 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle:  Soyuz FG Fregat     
Orbit:  913 x 931 km, inclination: 52.0°                                   
 
Mobile communications satellite as described for 1998 008A. The satellite was a replacement. 
 

  



2007 020D (31574)        
Name:  Globalstar FM-71  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 29 May 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle:  Soyuz FG Fregat     
Orbit:  926 x 932 km, inclination: 52.0°                                   
 
Mobile communications satellite as described for 1998 008A. The satellite was a replacement. 
 

  



2007 020F (31576)        
Name:  Globalstar FM-72  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 29 May 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle:  Soyuz FG Fregat     
Orbit:  916 x 931 km, inclination: 52.0°                                   
 
Mobile communications satellite as described for 1998 008A. The satellite was a replacement. 
 

  



2007 021A (31577)        
Name:  Xinnuo-3 
Country: China  
Launch date: 31 May 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Xichang  
Launch vehicle: CZ 3A     
Orbit:  geostationary at 125°E                                  
 
Communications satellite as described for 2006 048A. In 2010 the satellite was transferred to China Satcom 
as Zhongxing-5C. Was originally also known as Sinosat-3. In July 2011 the satellite was leased to Eutelsat 
as Eutelsat-3A and moved to 3oE. In March 2012 it was renamed as Eutelsat 3-A. In July 2014 it was further 
relocated to 8oW and was renamed as Eutelsat 8 West-D. 
 

  



2007 022A (31595)        
Name:  Kosmos-2427  
Country: Russia  
Launch date: 7 June 2007 
Re-entry: 22 August 2007                                          
Launch site: Plesetsk  
Launch vehicle:  Soyuz U     
Orbit:  179 x 297 km, inclination: 67.0°                                   
 
Yantar 4KS2 military reconnaissance satellite as described for 2004 038A. 
 

  



2007 023A (31598)        
Name:  Cosmo-1 
Country: Italy  
Launch date: 8 June 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Vandenberg  
Launch vehicle: Delta 7420      
Orbit:  622 x 623 km, inclination: 97.9°                                   
 

 
 
The Constellation of Small Satellites for the Mediterranean basin Observation (COSMO)-1 was a dual civilian 
and military Earth imaging satellite fitted with an X band Synthetic Aperture Radar instrument for 
environmental monitoring, resource management and territorial surveillance. 
The 1915 kg satellite was also known as Cosmo-Skymed and was built by Alcatel Alenia using the PRIMA 
(Piattaforma Riconfigurabile Italiana Multi-Applicativa = Reconfigurable Italian Platform for Multiple 
Applications) platform. 
 

  



2007 024A (31600) 
Name:  STS-117     
Country: USA   
Launch date: 8 June 2007     
Re-entry: 22 June 2007    
Launch site: Cape Canaveral    
Launch vehicle: STS 
Orbit:  334 x 354 km, inclination: 51,6° 
 

 
 
Crewed spaceflight with astronauts F. Sturckow (Cmdr.), L. Archambault (Pilot), J. Reilly, S. Swanson, J. 
Olivas, P. Forrester and C.Anderson (all Mission Specialists), using the orbiter Atlantis as described for 1981 
034A. The objective was to undertake the International Space Station (ISS)-13A mission to assemble the 
Integrated Truss Structure Starboard (IST S)-3 and -4 for the International Space Station. In addition the 
remainder of the P6 array was retracted.  
The S3/S4 truss segment had a mass of 17.5 tons and was the starboard side truss of the station’s girder 
like backbone. It was a mirror image of the P3/P4 truss that was installed on the STS-115 flight in September 
2006. The new truss segment included a set of photovoltaic solar arrays. When unfurled, the 73 m arrays 
provided additional power for the station in preparation for the delivery of international science modules 
during the next two years. Each of the 82 active array blankets that were grouped into 31.5 “bays”, contained 
16,400 silicon photovoltaic cells to convert sunlight into electricity. The truss also contained a Solar Alpha 
Rotary Joint (SARJ), which can rotate 360o, clockwise or counterclockwise, to position the solar arrays to 
track the sun. 
The payload included: 
1. the Integrated Truss Structure Starboard (IST S)-3,and IST S-4; 
2. a Hydrogen (H²) Vent Valve that was installed on ISS during the third spacewalk; 
3. a Developmental Test Objective (DTO) experiment as described for STS-1 (1981 034A):   

• DTO-805: Crosswind Landing Performance; 
4. a Short Duration Bioastronautics Investigation (SDBI) as described for STS-115 (2006 036A): 

• SDBI-1503S: Test of Midodrine as a Countermeasure against Postflight Hypertension (formerly 
DSO-503); 

5. several Short-duration Research and Station Experiments: 
• Maui Analysis of Upper Atmospheric Injections (MAUI) as described for STS-121 (2006 028A); 



• Perceptual Motor Deficits in Space (PMDIS) as described for STS-116 (2006 055A); and 
• Ram Burn Observations (RAMBO), as described for STS-111 (2002 028A). 

On 10 June 2007 the orbiter docked at the PMA-2 docking port of ISS (1998 067A). 
Once docked the orbiter’s insulation was inspected and a loose blanket was found. Although not considered 
threatening, it was subsequently decided to add a fourth EVA to the programme and extend the mission by 
two days. 
On 11 June 2007 the ISS robot arm was used to install the S3/S4 truss on the S1 truss. Reilly and Olivas 
made a 6 hours, 15 minutes EVA from the Quest airlock on 11 June 2007 to connect the S1/S3 power 
cables, release launch restraints, release solar array blanket box restraints and install Solar Alpha Rotary 
Joint Drive Lock Assemblies. The next day, 12 June 2007, the new solar array wings were slowly unfurled 
by pulling them from their storage boxes by self-assembling masts.  
On 13 June 2007 Forrester and Swanson conducted a 7 hours, 16 minutes EVA intended to release the 
Solar Alpha Rotary Joint (SARJ) locks and deploy braces in preparation for its initial rotation. However, the 
SARJ was not fully activated as flight controllers discovered that two drive motors were wired backward. 
On 15 Jun 2007 Reilly and Olivas made an EVA of 7 hours, 58 minutes. During the EVA they replace a 
water valve with a hydrogen vent valve that was required for the operation of a US oxygen generation 
system. In addition Olivas, using the robot arm of the orbiter as a platform re-attached a loose part of the 
orbiters insulation blankets with a medical stapler and stainless steel pins. Reilly also disconnected a cable 
that was intended to route power from the yet to be installed S6 solar arrays as this cable may have been 
the cause of a computer malfunction in ISS. 
On 17 June 2007 Forrester and Swanson undertook an unscheduled EVA of 6 hours, 29 minutes during 
which they completed the critical activation of a solar array rotation system and undertook a variety of space 
station assembly get-ahead tasks 
On 19 Jun 2007 the orbited undocked taking Williams, who had arrived on the station on STS-116 (2006 
055A), back to Earth. Her place as a member of the ISS EX-15 crew was taken by Clay Anderson, who 
returned on STS-120 (2007 050A).  
After a one day delay because of bad weather at the Kennedy Space Centre, the orbiter landed at Edwards 
AFB. The mission had lasted 13 days, 20 hours, 11 minutes.  
Williams’ time in space was 194 days, 18 hours, 2 minutes. 
 

  



2007 025A (31601)        
Name:  Ofeq-7     
Country: Israel   
Launch date: 10 June 2007  
Re-entry: in orbit                                        
Launch site: Palmachim    
Launch vehicle:  Shavit 2 
Orbit:  339 x 575 km, inclination: 141.8°   
                                 
Military photo reconnaissance satellite as described for 1995 018A. Ofeq-7 had a mass of 300 kg. 
 

  



2007 026A (31698)        
Name:  Terra SAR-X  
Country: Germany  
Launch date: 15 June 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle:  Dnepr 1   
Orbit:  507 x 510 km, inclination: 97.5°                                   
 

 
 
Terra SAR-X was a civilian radar imaging satellite owned by Infoterra. The 1250 kg satellite was fitted with a 
Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) to provide high-quality remote sensing data with a resolution of 1m. 
In addition the satellite carried several secondary experiments:  
1. TSX-LCT: a Laser communications terminal built by TESAT; and 
2. Tracking, Occultation and Ranging (TOR) consisting of the dual-frequency GPS receiver Integrated 

GPS Occultation Receiver (IGOR) and a Laser Retro Reflector (LRR) for evaluation of GPS-based 
orbit data as an independent tracking technique.  

 

  



2007 027A (31701)        
Name:  NOSS 3-4   
Country: USA  
Launch date: 15 June 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral  
Launch vehicle:  Atlas V-401     
Orbit:  1191 x 1030 km, inclination: 63.4°                                   
 
Third generation military ocean surveillance satellite as described for 1976 038A. Also known as USA-194, 
Pyxis and NROL-30. It was reported that the satellite was in an incorrect orbit as the second firing of the upper 
stage closed down prematurely. Instead the propellant on-board of the satellite was used to raise it to the 
operational orbit. Observers have suggested that the sub-satellite was 2007 027C although this has been 
cataloged as USA-194 debris. 
 

  



2007 028A (31789)        
Name:  Genesis-2 
Country: USA  
Launch date: 28 June 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Yasniy  
Launch vehicle:  Dnepr    
Orbit:  533x 540 km, inclination: 64.5°                                   
 

 
 
Genesis-2 was a further test version of the Nautilus commercial inflatable Earth-orbit space module developed 
by Bigelow Aerospace. After launch it inflated to a 2.44 x 4.25 m structure.  
The 1360 kg spacecraft carried twenty two cameras mounted both inside and outside. The interior cameras 
took pictures of floating photos and trinkets sent in by customers for a fee of less than $300 per object.  
In addition the spacecraft carried: 
1. new reaction wheel assemblies and a precise measurement system which were tested for installation 

in future inflatable spacecraft; 
2. Biobox, an animal habitat housing colonies of ants, cockroaches and scorpions; and 
3. a space-age bingo game complete with a mechanism to randomly select numbered balls. 
 

  



2007 029A (31792)        
Name:  Kosmos-2428  
Country: Russia  
Launch date: 29 June 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour   
Launch vehicle: Zenit 2M     
Orbit:  824 x 834 km, inclination: 71.0°                                   
 
Tselina 2 military electronic intelligence gathering satellite as described for 1984 106A. 
This was the last Tselina 2 launch. 
 

  



2007 030A (31797)        
Name:  SAR Lupe-2  
Country: Germany  
Launch date: 2 July 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Plesetsk  
Launch vehicle: Kosmos 3M      
Orbit:  471 x 500 km, inclination: 98.2°                                   
 
Military observation satellite as described for 2006 060A. 
 

  



2007 031A (31800)        
Name:  Zhongxing-6B 
Country: China  
Launch date: 5 July 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Xichang  
Launch vehicle:  CZ 3B     
Orbit:  geostationary at 115.5°E                                  
 

 
 
Communications satellite built by Thales Alenia using a Spacebus 4000C2 platform. It was fitted with 38 C 
band transponders. The satellite had a mass of 4600 kg. 
 

  



2007 032A (31862)        
Name:  Direc TV-10 
Country: USA  
Launch date: 7 July 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle:  Proton M/Briz M     
Orbit:  geostationary 102.8°W                                  
 

 
 
Communications satellite owned by Direc TV. The 5893 kg Boeing BSS-702 satellite carried 32 Ka band 
transponders and 55 Ka band spot beam transponders. 
 

  



2007 033A (32001)        
Name:  Progress M-61  
Country: Russia  
Launch date: 2 August 2007 
Re-entry: 22 January 2008                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle: Soyuz U      
Orbit:  336 x 347 km, inclination: 51.6°                                   
 
Cargo transfer spacecraft as described for 1989 066A.  
Progress M-61 docked at the Pirs nadir port of ISS (1998 067A) on 5 August 2007. The flight was also known 
as ISS-26P. The spacecraft undocked on 22 December 2007. It was to remain in orbit for about another month 
to conduct a number of experiments, including the Plazma-Progress experiment. 
 

  



2007 034A (32003)        
Name:  Phoenix  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 4 Aug 2007 
Re-entry: 25 May 2008                                         
Launch site: Cape Canaveral   
Launch vehicle:  Delta 7925-9.5    
Orbit:  0.975 x 1.668 AU, inclination: 3.4°                                   
 

 
 
Phoenix was a Mars lander built for NASA by Lockheed Martin Space Systems. 
The objectives of the mission was to study the history of water in the martian polar regions and search for 
evidence of a habitable zone and assess the biological potential of the ice-soil boundary. The 680 kg 
spacecraft carried the 350 kg lander that had the following instruments: 
1. a 2 m Robotic Arm (RA) to dig trenches and scoop up soil samples and deliver these to other 

instruments for analysis; 
2. the Robotic Arm Camera (RAC) which was attached to the Robotic Arm; 
3. the Surface Stereo Imager (SSI) to provide high-resolution stereoscopic and panoramic images of 

the martian arctic region;  
4. the Thermal and Evolved Gas Analyzer (TEGA), a combination high-temperature furnace and mass 

spectrometer instrument to analyse the ice and soil samples;  
5. the Mars Descent Imager (MARDI) to collect data during the descent; 
6. the Microscopy, Electrochemistry, and Conductivity Analyzer (MECA), a suite of several scientific 

instruments including a wet chemistry laboratory, optical and atomic force microscopes, and a 
thermal and electrical conductivity probe; and 

7. the Meteorological Station (MET) to record the daily weather of the martian northern plains. 
The spacecraft made use of a lander structure, subsystem components and protective aeroshell originally 
built for the Mars Surveyor 2001 Lander spacecraft that was cancelled.  
Before re-entry, flight path data was sent to the on-board computer which controlled descent and landing 
and guided the spacecraft to its landing site. A cruise assembly, carrying flight control systems and solar 
arrays necessary for the trans-Martian flight, was jettisoned five minutes before entry into the Martian 
atmosphere, at an altitude of about 125 km. The spacecraft then slowed itself down by means of friction 
and a heat shield protected it from the high temperatures. When the lander’s speed was about Mach 1.7 a 



parachute deployed following which the heatshield was jettisoned. The landing radar was activated and the 
spacecraft’s legs extended. At an altitude of about 1 km, the lander separated from the parachute and then 
used its thruster to decelerate further. When Phoenix was at an altitude of 12 m or traveling at 2.4 m/s, the 
spacecraft began traveling at a constant velocity. The landing engines were turned off when sensors located 
on the footpads of the lander detected touchdown. The landing took place on 25 May 2008 at 68.2oN, 
125.7oE. 
After the landing the robotic arm of the lander collected Martian arctic soil and dropped it into the TEGA to 
vaporise any water that would be in the sample. Baking at lower temperatures did, however, not indicate 
any water. The temperature was later increased to search for minerals that decompose at different 
temperatures. As the oven could only be used once, there were no further experiments of this nature. 
Phoenix successfully accomplished its primary three-month mission and two bonus months of operations 
before contact was lost in November 2008. Images taken by the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (2005 029A) 
indicated that carbon dioxide ice deposits had settled on the lander’s two circular solar panels caused the 
panels to snap off or bend. The mission was formally closed in May 2010.  
 

  



2007 035A (32008)        
Name:  STS-118  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 8 August 2007 
Re-entry: 21 August 2007                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral   
Launch vehicle:  STS     
Orbit:  337 x 348 km, inclination: 51.6°                                   
 
Crewed spaceflight with astronauts S. Kelly (Cmdr.), C. Hobaugh (Pilot), R. Mastracchio, D. Williams 
(Canada), T. Caldwell, B. Drew (all Mission Specialists) and B. Morgan (Educator Astronaut), using the orbiter 
Endeavour, as described for 1981 034A. Drew was only added to the crew in May 2007 as a replacement 
for C. Anderson, who was to join the ISS crew but instead flew to the space station on STS-117 (2007 
024A). 
Morgan was originally selected on 19 July 1985 in the Teacher-in-Space programme and served as a back-
up for C. McAuliffe. Following the Challenger accident Morgan continued to work for NASA until late 1986 
when she resumed her teaching career. In 1998 she was asked to rejoin the astronaut team again to 
undertake an educational programme. 
The objective was to undertake the International Space Station (ISS)-13A.1 mission. The payload included 
the Integrated Truss Structure Starboard (IST S)-5. To complete the installation, four spacewalks were 
planned.  
The payload included: 
1. the Integrated Truss Structure Starboard (IST S)-5; 
2. a Spacehab module (FU2) as described for as described for 1993 037A; 
3. an External Storage Platform (ESP)-3 as described for STS-102 (2001 010A), which was installed 

on the Port 3 Truss and included a Control Moment Gyroscope (GMC) for station attitude as well 
as a Nitrogen Tank Asselbly (NTA) for pressurising external thermal control;  

4. the Education Payload Operation (EPO) Kit-C, an educational payload consisting of two small 
collapsible plant growth chambers and the associated hardware to conduct a 20 days plant 
germination investigation; 

5. the Education Payload Operation (EPO) Educator payload consisting of approximately 10 million 
basil seeds which, on return of the mission were distributed to students and educators; 

6. a Developmental Test Objective (DTO) experiment as described for STS-1 (1981 034A):   
• DTO-853: In-flight Evaluation for Areas of CO2 Concentration; 

7. Short Duration Bioastronautics Investigations (SDBI) as described for STS-115 (2006 036A): 
• SDBI-1503S: Test of Midodrine as a Countermeasure against Postflight Hypertension (formerly 

DSO-503); 
• SDBI-1493: Monitoring Latent Virus Reactivation and Shedding in Astronauts; 
• SDBI-1490B: Bioavailability and Performance Effects of Promethazine (PMZ) During 

Spaceflight; 
• SDBI-1634: Sleep-Wake Actigraphy and Light Exposure during Spaceflight; 

8. a Station Development Test Objective (SDTO) as described for STS-115 (2006 036A): 
• SDTO-13005U: ISS Structural Life Validation and Extension; 

9. several Short-duration Research and Station Experiments: 
• Maui Analysis of Upper Atmospheric Injections (MAUI) as described for STS-121 (2006 028A); 
• Perceptual Motor Deficits in Space (PMDIS) as described for STS-116 (2006 055A);  
• Ram Burn Observations (RAMBO), as described for STS-111 (2002 028A); 

10. Commercial Biomedical Test Module (CBTM)-2, to examine the effectiveness of an experimental 
therapeutic as a possible countermeasure for muscle atrophy; 

11. Cell Culture Module (CCM) Immune Response, an experiment that used cell cultures in 
microgravity as a model of reduced immune function; 

12. Cell Culture Module (CMM) Wound Repair, an experiment that used cell cultures in microgravity 
as a model of wound healing; and 

13. Streptococcus pneumoniae Gene Expression and Virulence Potential in the Space Environment 
(SPEGIS), to examine the behavior and growth of bacteria in microgravity. 



On 10 August 2007 the orbiter docked at the PMA-2 docking port of ISS (1998 067A). 
A detailed inspection of the orbiter’s heat shield revealed a deep crack in the heat shield that nearly 
penetrated two adjacent tiles on the orbiter's belly. The crack was caused by ice and foam that fell off the 
external tank during the launch. It was subsequently decided to extend the mission to 14 days to allow 
further analysis of the damage. Eventually the damage was not considered critical as it was right above an 
internal rib in the right wing called a stringer. Even if the tile was gouged out all the way to its base any 
unusual heat during re-entry that made it to the underlying aluminum skin would spread out in the structure 
and not result in a localized hot spot. In addition, there was no wiring or any other systems on the interior 
of the right wing in that area. No in-orbit repair was undertaken. 
 
On 11 August 2007 the installation of the S5 truss was undertaken using the Canadarm on board of the 
orbiter as well as the remote arm on ISS. 
The first EVA took place on 11 August 2007 and was performed by Mastracchio and Williams. The principal 
task was to complete the installation of the S5 truss. The EVA lasted 6 hours, 17 minutes. 
On 13 August 2007 Mastracchio and Williams undertook another EVA to remove and replace the failed 
CMG. This EVA lasted 6 hours, 28 minutes. 
The ESP-3 equipment storage platform was installed on the P3 truss on 14 August 2007 using the 
Endeavour’s robot arm as well as the space station’s robot arm. 
Meanwhile Morgan, assisted by Drew and Williams, conducted a 25 minutes educational session with 
school children at the Discovery Centre at Boise, Idaho, demonstration zero gravity by, amongst others, 
throwing balls and swallowing floating bubbles of liquid.  
Mastracchio and Anderson made the third EVA on 15 August 2007 during which they removed an antenna 
assembly from the P6 solar array truss and moved it to the P1 truss. After that they moved the two CETA 
carts to a different location to make room for future work to be undertaken by the STS-120 (2007 050A) 
mission. Towards the end of the EVA Mastracchio spotted a small hole in one of the outer layers of his right 
glove and the EVA was terminated. It had lasted 5 hours, 28 minutes. 
The final EVA was performed on 18 August 2007 during Williams and Anderson (of the ISS EX-15 crew) 
installed orbital support equipment for the Orbiter Boom Sensor System (OBSS) on the S1 truss. The 5 
hours, 20 minutes EVA was cut back by about two hours because of the decision to return the orbited earlier 
due to weather conditions at Houston, the mission control centre. The orbiter undocked on 19 August 2007 
and another inspection of the heatshield was made. 
Eventually the orbiter landed at the Kennedy Space Centre after a flight of 12 days, 17 hours, 55 minutes. 
 

  



2007 036A (32018)        
Name:  Spaceway-3  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 14 August 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Kourou  
Launch vehicle:  Ariane 5ECA    
Orbit:  geostationary at 95°W                                  
 
Communications satellite as described for 2005 015A. 
 

  



2007 036B (32019)        
Name:  B Sat-3A  
Country: Japan  
Launch date: 14 August 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Kourou  
Launch vehicle:  Ariane 5ECA    
Orbit:  geostationary at 110°E                                  
 

 
 
Communications satellite owned by B Sat Corporation BSAT-3a and built by Lockheed Martin using the 
A2100A platform. The 1990 kg satellite carried 12 Ku band transponders. 
 

  



2007 037A (32050)        
Name:  Insat 4-CR  
Country: India  
Launch date: 2 September 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Sriharikota  
Launch vehicle: GSLV Mk.I (2)     
Orbit:  geostationary at 74°E                                  
 

 
 
The Insat 4-CR satellite was built by the Indian Space Research Organization. It had a mass of 2168 kg and 
carried 12 Ku band transponders. It was a replacement for Insat 4-C that failed to orbit on 10 July 2006. 
 

  



---        
Name:  JC Sat-11 
Country: Japan  
Launch date: 5 September 2007 
Re-entry: n.a.                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle: Proton M/Briz M    
Orbit:  failed to orbit                                   
 

 
 
JC Sat-11 was a communications satellite as described for 2006 033A. the 4007 kg satellite was to be 
placed into a 5032 x 35786 km orbit with an inclination of 21.4o as an in-orbit back-up for other JSat 
satellites. 
Two minutes after the launch the second stage malfunctioned and it fell back to the Earth. 
 

  



2007 038A (32052)        
Name:  Kosmos-2429  
Country: Russia   
Launch date: 11 September 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Plesetsk   
Launch vehicle: Kosmos 3M      
Orbit:  956 x 1010 km, inclination: 83.0°                                   
 
Parus military navigational satellite as described for 1974 105A. 
 

  



2007 039A (32054)        
Name:  Kaguya 
Country: Japan  
Launch date: 14 September 2007 
Re-entry: 10 June 2009                                          
Launch site: Tanegashima  
Launch vehicle: H 2A-2022 
Orbit:  100 x 100 km, inclination: 90°      
                              

 
 
The objective of the Kaguya spacecraft, also known as Selenological Engineering Explorer (SELENE), was 
to orbit the Moon for a year during which it investigated the lunar origin as well as gathered date to determine 
the distribution of elements and minerals on the surface of the Moon, its geographical features, surface 
structures and gravity and magnetic fields. 
Kaguya consisted of the Main Orbiter of 2885 kg and two small satellites, Relay (2007 039B) and VRAD 
(2007 039C).  
The instruments on the Main Orbiter were: 
1. Chemical distribution X-ray Spectrometer (XRS), to observe the surface distribution of major 

elements such as Mg, AI, Si, Fe, Na using X-ray CCD array, with spatial resolution of 20km; 
2. Gamma-ray Spectrometer (GRS), for global mapping of the surface; 
3. Mineralogical distribution Spectral Profiler (SP) for the continuous spectral profiling from 0.5 to 

2.6µm with a spatial resolution of 500m;  
4. Multiband Imager (MI) an imager with spectral coverage ranging from 0.4 to 1.6µm and a spatial 

resolution of 20m; 
5. Surface Structure Terrain Camera (TC), a high-resolution stereo camera with a spatial resolution 

of 10m 
6. Lunar Radar Sounder (LRS), a high frequency radar for sounding the subsurface structure of the 

Moon and observation of natural radio and plasma waves; 
7. Laser Altimeter (LALT) with a height resolution of 5m; 
8. Surface environment & Imaging Lunar Magnetometer (LMAG) to make magnetic field 

measurement using flux-gate type magnetometers; 
9. Upper atmosphere and Plasma Imager (UPI) to observe the Earth’s magnetosphere and aurora 

from the lunar orbit; 
10. Charged Particle Spectrometer (CPS) to measure high energy particles; 



11. Plasma energy Angle and Composition Experiment (PACE) an instrument to measure charged 
particle energy and composition; 

12. Radio Science (RS) for the detection of the tenuous lunar ionosphere using S- and X band carriers; 
and  

13. Imaging High Definition Television (HDTV) to take pictures and movies of the Earth and the Moon 
with high-definition television cameras. 

Kaguya reached a lunar orbit of 120 x 13000 km on 3 October 2007. The Relay (2007 039B) sub-satellite 
was released on 9 October 2007 whilst VRAD (2007 039C) was released on 12 October 2007. Kaguya was 
eventually placed in a 100 km peripolar lunar orbit from where it undertook a two year observation 
programme. On 10 June 2009 the spacecraft was impacted on the Moon at 80.4oE and  65.5oS. 
The name Kaguya was chosen with reference to a mythical princess who tempted men before she took 
them to her home on the Moon.  
 

  



2007 039B (32055)        
Name:  Relay 
Country: Japan  
Launch date: 9 October 2007 
Re-entry: 12 February 2009                                       
Launch site: Tanegashima  
Launch vehicle: H 2A-2022      
Orbit:  100 x 2400 km, inclination: 90°      
 

 
 
Also known as small relay satellite (Rstar) and Okina, the 53 kg satellite was released from Kaguya (2007 
039A). It was used to transmit communications from the orbiter to Earth as well as study the gravity field of 
the far side of the Moon. On 12 February 2009 it impacted on the Moon. 
 

  



2007 039C (32056)        
Name:  VRAD 
Country: Japan  
Launch date: 12 October 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Tanegashima  
Launch vehicle: H 2A-2022      
Orbit:  100 x 800 km, inclination: 90°      
 

 
 
The Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VRAB) satellite was released from Kaguya (2007 039A). Also 
known as Vstar and Ouna, it was used to conduct precise investigations on the position and precession of 
the Moon as well as collect details of the gravity field using differential VLBI radio sources. It had a mass of 
53 kg. It operated until 29 June 2009 and may have impacted on the Moon since then. 
 

  



2007 040A (32058)        
Name:  Foton M-3  
Country: Russia  
Launch date: 14 September 2007 
Re-entry: 26 September 2007                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle: Soyuz U      
Orbit:  258 x 280 km, inclination: 62.9°                                   
 

 
 
Foton M-3 was a modification of the Foton materials science satellite as described for 1988 031A.  
The spacecraft carried a 400 kg European experiment payload with experiments in a range of scientific 
disciplines, including fluid physics, biology, crystal growth, radiation exposure and exobiology. The 
experiments included: 
1. Gadflex, which examined the degree and length of fluctuations in density and/or concentration of 

fluids in their normal state of thermal equilibrium using two samples, the first one being a single 
component liquid and the second a fluid mixture; 

2. Biopan, an externally mounted multi-user facility for the direct exposure of ten different experiments 
in the field of exobiology and radiation exposure; 

3. Soret Co-efficients in Crude Oil (SCCO), four experiments provided by ESA and the Canadian Space 
Agency (CSA) to study the diffusion effects in crude oil; 

4. Biobox, two programmable incubators containing five experiments on cell biology. Three experiments 
(Obadis, Osteogene and Oclast) studied the effect of weightlessness on bone-forming cells 
(osteoblasts) and bonedegrading cells (osteoclasts). A fourth experiment (Radcells) studied the 
damaging effects of space radiation on connective tissue in the skin (dermal fibroblasts) whilst the 
fifth experiment (Connect) investigated the role of weightlessness in the gene expression of 
connective tissue cells (lung fibroblasts); 

5. Eristo/Osteo, a joint ESA/Canadian Space Agency (CSA) project consisting of two identical 
incubators, each composed of four thermally controlled experiment trays. The four Eristo trays contain 
European experiments and the four Osteo trays experiments sponsored by the CSA. The 
experiments investigated the problems of astronaut bone loss, osteoporosis, and other musculo-
skeletal diseases; 

6. Polizon, a crystal growth facility that undertook seven materials science experiments; 



7. Stone-6, a meteoric re-entry experiment for which three rocks (a basalt rock, a carbonaceous 
laminate and an artificial rock) were mounted on the re-entry heatshield; 

8. Granada, an experiment that aimed at improving the understanding of protein structure by growing 
several protein crystals; 

9. Lithopanspermia, an experiment fixed on the heatshield that used a granite sample containing a form 
of lichen to help to explain the origin and spreading of life forms in space; 

10. the Optical Wireless Link for intra-Spacecraft (OWLS) communications experiment to demonstrate 
wireless network technologies inside the spacecraft; 

11. the Direct Measurement micro-Accelerometer (DIMAC) to test advanced accelerometer technology; 
12. the Teplo experiment to measure the performance and characteristics of a long and large diameter 

heat pipe as well as a loop heat pipe, in weightlessness; 
13. the TeleSupport Unit comprising a data-handling and transmitter/receiver assembly to acquire, 

process, and transmit data from the experiments in the Foton capsule to ground; 
14. the Spaceflight Educational Experiment Kit (SEEK), a miniature g-forces experiment developed as 

an educational product for senior schools throughout Europe; and 
15. Freqbone to test the effect of high frequency, low amplitude vibrations on a bone sample to 

countermeasure bone decay in weightlessness. 
It also carried an experiment by the Russian Institute of Biomedical Problems (IBMP) to study the behaviour 
of cockroaches, snails, lizards, butterflies and gerbils in the space environment. 
In addition the spacecraft carried the Young Engineers Experiment (YES)-2 which was deployed on 25 
September 2007. 
The spacecraft will spend 12 days orbiting the Earth, exposing the experiments to microgravity and, in the 
case of a handful of experiments, to the harsh environment of open space. 
 

  



--- 
Name:  YES-2/Fotino             
Country: The Netherlands  
Launch date: 25 September 2007 
Re-entry: 25 September 2007                     
Launch site: Baikonour                 
Launch vehicle: Soyuz U 
Orbit:  272 x 254 km, inclination: 62.9o       
 

 
 
The purpose of the Young Engineers’ Satellite (YES)-2 project was to demonstrate the use of tethers to de-
orbit a satellite as well as demonstrate innovative methods of deceleration.  
The payload consisted of three components: 
1. the Foton Located YES2 Deployer (Floyd) deployment mechanism located on the Foton spacecraft;  
2. the Mechanical Acquisition and Support System (MASS, which was separated; and 
3. Fotino, a small spherical capsule, with a diameter of 40 cm and a mass of 5.5 kg which carried a 

recovery radio beacon as well as several sensors. A GPS units was deleted prior to the launch.  
On 25 September 2007 the Fotino capsule was deployed from Foton M-3 (2007 040A) using a 31.7 km 
tether line. Orbital dynamics placed the Fotino capsule ahead of the Foton spacecraft, followed by a 
pendulum like swing motion that slowed Fotino down and placed it below the Foton spacecraft after which 
the tether line was to be cut. Fotino would then have re-entered the atmosphere from an altitude of 250 km 
with parachutes to be deployed at an altitude of 5 km after which the capsule would have soft landed in 
Kazakhstan. The capsule would then have been recovered using a recovery beacon.   
Transmissions stopped after the tether line had deployed for only 8.5 km. It was initially thought that the 
tether line broke at this point and that the lesser pendulum motion would have kept the capsule in orbit for 
a few days. However, as the Fotino capsule had not been tracked in orbit, the project team analysed 
additional data from Foton M-3 and concluded that the full tether line did indeed deploy and that Fotino 
would have de-orbited close to the nominal time and place but that there were no transmissions by the on-
board beacon that would allow the capsule to be located. 
 

  



2007 040D (32247)        
Name:  YES-2/MASS 
Country: The Netherlands  
Launch date: 25 September 2007 
Re-entry: 23 October 2007                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle: Soyuz U      
Orbit:  438 x 261 km, inclination: 62.9°                                   
 
The Mechanical Acquisition and Support System (MASS) component of the Young Engineers Experiment 
(YES)-2. It was separated from YES-2 and the MASS component eventually burned up in the atmosphere. 
The Int. Des. refers to ‘debris’. 
 

  



2007 041A (32060)        
Name:  WorldView-1  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 18 September 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Vandenberg  
Launch vehicle: Delta 7920      
Orbit:  493 x 495 km, inclination: 97.5°                                   
 

 
 
WorldView-1 was an Earth-imaging satellite to provide high-resolution pictures for commercial and 
government users. Owned by Digital Globe and built by Ball Aerospace, the 2500 kg satellite carried sensing 
equipment with a resolution of 50 cm in panchromatic and 2 m in multispectral mode. 
 

  



2007 042A (32062)        
Name:  Zi Yuan 1-2B 
Country: China  
Launch date: 19 September 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Taiyuan  
Launch vehicle:  CZ 4B     
Orbit:  773 x 774 km, inclination: 98.6°                                   
 
Zi Yuan 1-2B was an Earth resources satellite as described for 1999 057A but fitted with an additional black 
and white scanning camera with a 2.5 m resolutions. The 1450 kg satellite was also known as CBERS-2B. 
 

  



2007 043A (32249)        
Name:  Dawn 
Country: USA  
Launch date: 27 September 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral  
Launch vehicle: Delta 7925-H      
Orbit:  interplanetary                                   
 
 

 
 
The Dawn spacecraft was the ninth mission in NASA’s Discovery programme. The mission was originally 
scheduled for launch in June 2006 but was cancelled in March 2006, only to be reinstated one month later. 
Its objective was to orbit the asteroids Vesta and Ceres to provide a better understanding of planet formation 
by measuring their mass, shape, volume and spin rate. The spacecraft will also record the elemental and 
mineral composition of the asteroids and make images to determine their bombardment and tectonic 
history. Finally infrared and gamma ray spectrometry will search for water-bearing minerals. Ceres and 
Vesta are of particular interest since it is believed that they have remained intact since their formation, 
The instruments carried by the 1237 kg spacecraft were: 
1. the Framing Camera to obtain surface imagery in seven colours at Vesta and three at Ceres;  
2. the Visual and Infrared (VIR) Spectrometer, to produce spectral surface images; 
3. the Gamma Ray and Neutron Spectrometer, to produce maps of the surface elemental 

composition; and 
4. a Radio Science experiment to determine mass, gravity field, principal axes, rotational axes and 

moments of inertia.  
The Dawn spacecraft was equipped with ion propulsion to fulfil its mission which will last eight years. It 
made a Mars gravity-assist pass of 545 km on 18 February 2009 and reached Vesta on 15 July 2011 when 
it was placed in an orbit of 16,000 km around the asteroid. This orbit was reduced to about 2700 km and in 
August 2011 the spacecraft completed seven orbits around the asteroid, each lasting 69 hours. During this 
time data was collected on the southern hemisphere of Vesta, which was facing the Sun. The data was 
transmitted to Earth when the spacecraft flew over the dark side of the asteroid. 63% of the surface was  
surveyed during this period. 
Dawn then moved to a lower altitude and was, by December 2011 at an altitude of about 210 km. It began 
its survey programme on 12 December 2011. By 15 June 2012 it was moved to an altitude of 680 km from 
where it performed high altitude mapping of Vesta but this time concentrating on the northern hremisphere. 
On 4 September 2012 Dawn left its Vesta orbit to travel to the dwarf planet Ceres which it reached on 6 
March 2015. The initial orbit around Ceres had an altitude of 13,500 km but that orbit was adjusted in the 
following months through the on-board ion engines, eventually resulting in an polar orbit with an altitude of 
370 km. 
Over the next 16 months Dawn examined the composition and terrain of the 1000 km diameter Ceres which 
is the largest body in the asteroid belt. 



On completion of the primary mission on 30 June 2016 proposals to send Dawn to another asteroid were 
rejected, leaving Dawn in an orbit around Ceres. The potential target was to have been the asteroid 145 
Adeona, a main belt asteroid about 150 km. A fly-by would have taken place in May 2019. 
 

  



2007 044A (32252)        
Name:  Intelsat-11 
Int. Agency: Intelsat   
Launch date: 5 October 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Kourou   
Launch vehicle: Ariane 5GS      
Orbit:  geostationary at 43°W                                  
 

 
 
Communications satellite owned by Intelsat and built by Orbital Sciences using a Star 2 platform. The 2450 
kg satellite carried 16 C band transponders and 48 Ku band transponders. 
It was originally known as PanAmSAT-11 but was renamed on 1 February 2007. 
 

  



2007 044B (32253)        
Name:  Optus D-2 
Country: Australia  
Launch date: 5 October 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Kourou   
Launch vehicle: Ariane 5GS      
Orbit:  geostationary at 152°E                                  
 
Communications satellite as described for 2006 043B. 
 

  



2007 045A (32256) 
Name:  Soyuz TMA-11 
Country: Russia  
Launch date: 10 October 2007 
Re-entry: 19 April 2008                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle:  Soyuz FG    
Orbit:  340 x 344 km, inclination: 51.6°                                   
 
Crewed spaceflight with cosmonauts Y. Malenchenko (Cmdr), P. Whitson (Fl. Eng) (USA) and M. Shukor 
(Malaysia) using a Soyuz TMA spacecraft as described for 2002 050A. The mission was also known as ISS-
15S and the call sign was Agat. Malenchenko and Whitson were the sixteenth permanent crew (EX-16) for 
ISS. The spacecraft docked with the Zarya nadir docking port of ISS (1998 067A) on 12 October 2007.  
Shukor returned to Earth on board of Soyuz TMA-10 (2007 008A) on 21 October 2007. He had been in space 
for 10 days, 21 hours, 13 minutes. 
The spacecraft undocked on 18 April 2008. On the return flight the spacecraft also carried So Yeon Yi who 
had arrived on Soyuz TMA-12 (2008 015A). The spacecraft landed the next day about 470 km short of the 
target. Whitson and Malenchenko had been in space for 191 days, 19 hours, 17 minutes. 
 

  



2007 046A (32258)        
Name:  WGS-1  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 11 October 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral  
Launch vehicle:  Atlas V-421     
Orbit:  geostationary at 175°E                                  
 

 
 
Designed by Boeing and based on the Boeing BSS-702 satellite bus, the Wideband Global Satcom system 
(also referred to as Wideband Gapfiller System) augmented and eventually replaced the Defense Satellite 
Communication System. 
The 5987 kg satellites were fitted with transponders operating in the X band and the Ka band and to provide 
a wide range of communications capabilities to the military services by the capability of connecting users 
between any and all of the 18 proposed coverage areas even when users are operating on different frequency 
bands.  
The WGS system was also known by the military designation ES-14 whilst WSG-1 was also known as USA-
195. 
 

  



2007 047A (32260)        
Name:  Navstar 2R-17  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 17 October 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral  
Launch vehicle: Delta 7025      
Orbit:  192 x 20369 km, inclination: 40.0°                                   
 
Navigational satellite as described for 2005 038A. Also known as Navstar 2R-M4, USA-196, Navstar-55, 
Navstar-60 and SVN-55. 
 

  



2007 048A (32263)        
Name:  Globalstar FM-67 
Country: USA  
Launch date: 20 October 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle:  Soyuz FG Fregat     
Orbit:  914 x 932 km, inclination: 52.0°                                   
 
Mobile communications satellite as described for 1998 008A. The satellite was a replacement. 
 

  



2007 048B (32264)        
Name:  Globalstar FM-70 
Country: USA  
Launch date: 20 October 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle:  Soyuz FG Fregat     
Orbit:  913 x 932 km, inclination: 52.0°                                   
 
Mobile communications satellite as described for 1998 008A. The satellite was a replacement. 
 

  



2007 048C (32265)        
Name:  Globalstar FM-66  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 20 October 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle:  Soyuz FG Fregat     
Orbit:  914 x 931 km, inclination: 52.0°                                   
 
Mobile communications satellite as described for 1998 008A. The satellite was a replacement. 
 

  



2007 048D (32266)        
Name:  Globalstar FM-68  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 20 October 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle:  Soyuz FG Fregat     
Orbit:  910 x 932 km, inclination: 52.0°                                   
 
Mobile communications satellite as described for 1998 008A. The satellite was a replacement. 
 

  



2007 049A (32268)        
Name:  Kosmos-2430  
Country: Russia  
Launch date: 23 October 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Plesetsk  
Launch vehicle: Molniya M      
Orbit:  522 x 39170 km, inclination: 62.8°                                   
 
Oko military early warning satellite as described for 1972 072A.  
 

  



2007 050A (32272)        
Name:  STS-120     
Country: USA   
Launch date: 23 October 2007     
Re-entry: 7 November 2007    
Launch site: Cape Canaveral    
Launch vehicle: STS 
Orbit:  340 x 344 km, inclination: 51.6° 
 

 
 
Crewed spaceflight with astronauts P. Melroy (Cmdr.), G. Zamka (Pilot), S. Parazynski, D. Wheelock, S. 
Wilson, P. Nespoli (ESA) and D. Tani (all Mission Specialists), using the orbiter Discovery as described for 
1981 034A. The objective was to undertake the International Space Station (ISS)-10A mission to deliver and 
install the Harmony (Node 2) module. The mission was also known by ESA as Esperia. 
In addition the orbiter carried: 
1. several Developmental Test Objective (DTO) experiments as described for STS-1 (1981 034A):   

• DTO-805: Crosswind Landing Performance; 
• DTO-848: TPS Repair Techniques (T-RAD/STA-54 Tile Repair Demo); 
• DTO-853: In-Flight Evaluation for Areas of CO2 Concentration; 

2. several Station Development Test Objective (SDTO) experiments as described for STS-115 (2006 
036A): 
• SDTO 17010-J/A: Multi-Protocol Converter, for live HDTV downlink with MPC and 

incorporation into HDTV system; 
• SDTO 13005-U: ISS Structural Life and Life Validation and Extension; 
• SDTO 15003-U: ISS Microgravity; 

3. several Short-duration Research and Station Experiments: 
• Perceptual Motor Deficits in Space (PMDIS) as described for STS-116 (2006 055A); 
• Validation of Procedures for Monitoring Crew Member Immune Function (Integrated Immune); 

• Test of Midodrine as a Countermeasure Against Post‐Flight Orthostatic Hypotension 

(Midodrine); 
• Bioavailablity and Performance Effects of Promethazine during Spaceflight (PMZ); 

• Sleep‐Wake Actigraphy and Light Exposure during Spaceflight – Short (Sleep‐Short); 

• Ram Burn Observations (RAMBO), as described for STS-111 (2002 028A); 
4. several International Partner Experiments: 



• Fischer Rat Thyroid Low Serum 5 percent (FRTL5), a biological experiment to measure 
radiation and microgravity effects on a rat thyroid cell strain; and 

• Study of Space Environment Effects on PY17 Bacterial Spores onboard International Space 
Station (SPORE), a study of bacterial spores response to the effects of microgravity and 
radiation. 

The orbiter also carried the hardware for the Investigating the Structure of Paramagnetic Aggregates from 
Colloidal Emulsions (InSPACE)-2 experiment to be conducted on board of the space station whilst, on the 
return journey, a number of samples from experiments conducted on the space station, were carried back 
to Earth. 
In addition to his tasks as an STS-120 mission specialist, ESA astronaut Paolo Nespoli conducted the 
European Esperia mission for which he carried out a number of experiments on behalf of the European 
science community. Two of these experiments, Chromosome-2 and Neocytolysis, were sponsored by ESA. 
The other three experiments (HPA, FRTL5 and SPORE) were sponsored by the Italian Space Agency. 
Nespoli also conducted Educational Activities. 
 
The orbiter docked at the PMA-2 docking port of ISS (1998 067A) on 25 October 2007. 
The first EVA, on 26 October 2007, was undertaken by Parazynski and Wheelock through the Quest airlock 
and lasted 6 hours, 14 minutes and included the preparation of the Harmony module, whilst still in the 
payload bay, following which the module was removed from the payload bay and attached to the Unity 
module (1998 069F) of the space station. 
The second EVA on 28 October 2007 saw Parazynski and Tani undertake more activities related to 
connecting the module to the space station’s operating systems as well as disconnecting the P6 truss which 
was attached to the space station’s robotic arm. The astronauts also discovered metal shavings debris in 
the starboard solar alpha rotary joint (SARJ), a motorized gear used to turn outboard solar arrays to keep 
them faced towards the sun. This EVA from the Quest airlock lasted 6 hours, 33 minutes.  
This work was continued by Parazynski and Wheelock during the third EVA on 30 October 2007 which 
lasted 7 hours, 8 minutes. The principal activity was to bolt the P6 truss to the P5 truss. Following this the 
solar array was extended but the extension was stopped after two tears were discovered in one of the 
flexible blankets that made up one side of the solar array. 
The fourth EVA, by Parazynski and Wheelock, was to be undertaken on 1 November 2007. It had been 
added to the programme only about six weeks before the launch and the 4 hours EVA was intended to be 
entirely devoted to testing a heat-shield repair tool that could prove useful in the event of damage like the 
tile gouge experienced during the last shuttle mission. The tool was a caulk gun-like device called the TPS 
repair ablator dispenser, or T-RAD. In this test the astronauts were to use deliberately damaged tiles that 
were carried up inside the shuttle's crew cabin. The EVA was to take place inside the payload bay. 
However, because of the solar array problems detected during the third EVA, the fourth EVA was first 
postponed to 2 November 2007 and then again another day. The EVA finally took place on 3 November 
2007 and lasted 7 hours, 19 minutes. Performed by Parazynski and Wheelock, Parazynski, whilst attached 
to the end of the space station’s robotic arm, successfully fixed the damaged solar array and, subsequently, 
the P6 array was fully deployed.  
The orbiter undocked on 5 November 2007 and landed at the Kennedy Space Centre after a mission lasting 
15 days, 2 hours, 23 minutes. With Tani remaining at the space station, the orbiter carried astronaut C. 
Anderson, who had arrived on the space station on STS-117 (2007 024A), back to Earth. Anderson’s time 
in space had been 151 days, 18 hours, 23 minutes. 
 

  



--- 
Name:  Harmony  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 26 October 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral  
Launch vehicle: STS      
Orbit:  340 x 344 km, inclination: 51.6° 
 

 
 
Initially known as Node 2, the Harmony provided attachment points for the European Columbus laboratory 
and the Japanese Kibo facility. The module, which had a length of 6.71 m, a diameter of 4.48 m and a mass 
of 14,365 kg, was built for NASA under an ESA contract with Alcatel-Alenia Space as prime contractor.  
Harmony was brought to the International Space Station ISS (1998 067A) by STS-120 (2007 050A) and was 
attached to the Unity module (1998 069F) on 26 October 2007. 
Unlike previous modules, Harmony did not receive an International designation. 
 

  



2007 051A (32274) 
Name:  Chang’e-1   
Country: China  
Launch date: 24 October 2007 
Re-entry: 1 March 2009                                          
Launch site: Xichang  
Launch vehicle: CZ 3A      
Orbit:  200 x 200 km, inclination: 88.0°                                   
 

 
 
Chang’e-1 was a 2350 kg lunar orbiter based on the DFH III communications satellite. 
The suite of instruments carried by the spacecraft were: 
• CCD Cameras to provide stereo images of the lunar topography; 
• an Imaging Spectrometer for two dimensional infrared imaging of rock types;  
• a Laser Altimeter;  
• a Gamma and X-Ray Spectrometer for chemical analysis of the lunar surface;  
• a Microwave Meter to study the lunar regolith;  
• a High Energy Particle Detector to investigate the lunar particle environment; and  
• two Low Energy Ion Detectors to study the interaction of the solar wind with the Moon and the orbiter.  
The spacecraft was initially placed in an Earth orbit but was put into a translunary trajectory on 31 October 
2007. On 5 November 2007 the spacecraft was put into a 200 km lunar polar orbit.  
On 1 March 2009 the spacecraft was set to impact on the Moon at 1o30’ S and 52o10’ E. 
The programme was named after an ancient legend about the fairy Chang'e who flew to the moon. During 
its operational life the orbiter broadcasted 30 Chinese songs that expressed the Chinese people’s love for 
their country, life, peace and their culture. 
 

  



2007 052A (32275)        
Name:  Kosmos-2433 
Country: Russia  
Launch date: 26 October 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle:  Proton K/DM2    
Orbit:  19124 x 19133 km, inclination: 64.9°                                   
 
Glonass M navigational satellite as described for 2001 053A. 
 

  



2007 052B (32276)        
Name:  Kosmos-2432 
Country: Russia  
Launch date: 26 October 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle:  Proton K/DM2     
Orbit:  19121 x 19135 km, inclination: 64.9°                                   
 
Glonass M navigational satellite as described for 2001 053A. 
 

  



2007 052C (32277)        
Name:  Kosmos-2431 
Country: Russia  
Launch date: 26 October 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle:  Proton K/DM2     
Orbit:  19121 x 19134 km, inclination: 64.9°                                   
 
Glonass M navigational satellite as described for 2001 053A. 
 

  



2007 053A (32283)        
Name:  SAR Lupe-3  
Country: Germany  
Launch date: 1 November 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Plesetsk  
Launch vehicle: Kosmos 3M      
Orbit:  466 x 459 km, inclination: 98.2°                                   
 
Military observation satellite as described for 2006 060A. 
The satellite also carried the Rubin-7 Automatic Identification System (AIS) payload to test global maritime 
monitoring on the second generation Orbcomm satellites.  
 

  



2007 053B (32284)        
Name:  AIS  
Country: Germany  
Launch date: 1 November 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Plesetsk  
Launch vehicle: Kosmos 3M      
Orbit:  502 x 464 km, inclination: 98.2°                                   
 

 
 
The Automatic Identification System (AIS) was a payload to test a system for monitoring shipping traffic to be 
installed on future Orbcomm satellites. The payload remained attach to the upper stage of the launch vehicle. 
 

  



2007 054A (32287)        
Name:  IMEWS-23 
Country: USA   
Launch date: 11 November 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral  
Launch vehicle:  Delta 4 Heavy     
Orbit:  geostationary at 175°E                                   
 
Military early warning satellite as described for 1989 046A. The satellite was also known as USA-197. It also 
carried the SAVE experiment or S99-1. 
In October 2008 it was closed down due to an internal failure and the satellite was allegedly used in 2009 for 
a satellite inspection demonstration with the MiTEx-A (2006 024A) en –B (2006 024B) satellites.  
 

  



2007 055A (32289) 
Name:  YW-3  
Country: China  
Launch date: 11 November 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Taiyuan   
Launch vehicle: CZ 4C      
Orbit:  628 x 629 km, inclination: 97.9°                                   
 
Earth observation satellite as described for 2006 015A. 
The satellite, which was also known as Jian Bing 5-2, was fitted with SAR radar imaging equipment. 
 

  



2007 056A (32293)        
Name:  Star One C-1 
Country: Brazil  
Launch date: 9 November 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Kourou  
Launch vehicle: Ariane 5ECA      
Orbit:  geostationary at 65°W                                  
 

 
 
Communications satellite owned by Star One, a subsidiary of Embratel and based on the Alenia Spacebus 
3000B3. The 4100 kg satellite carried 28 C band transponders, 16 Ku band transponders and 1 X band 
transponder. It was formerly known as Brasilsat C-1. 
 

  



2007 056B (32294)        
Name:  Skynet-5B 
Country: United Kingdom  
Launch date: 9 November 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Kourou  
Launch vehicle: Ariane 5ECA      
Orbit:  geostationary at 53°E                                  
 
Military communications satellite as described for 2007 007A. In May 2013 it was moved to 25oE. 
 

  



2007 057A (32299)        
Name:  Sirius-4  
Country: Sweden  
Launch date: 17 November 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour    
Launch vehicle: Proton/Briz M      
Orbit:  geostationary at 5°E                                  
 

 
 
Communications satellite owned by the Nordic Satellite Corporation. The 4600 kg satellite was built by 
Lockheed Martin using a A2100AX platform. It carried 52 Ku and 2 Ka band transponders. The satellite was 
renamed as Astra-4A in June 2010. This name was previously used for leased transponders on AMC-12 
(2005 003A). 
  

  



2007 058A (32373) 
Name:  Raduga 1M-1  
Country: Russia   
Launch date: 9 December 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour   
Launch vehicle: Proton M/Briz M      
Orbit:  geostationary at 70°E                                  
 
Globus military communications satellite as described for 1989 048A. The 1M version incorporated various 
improvements which expanded the capabilities of the military communications network. Also known as Globus 
M. 
 

  



2007 059A (32376) 
Name:  Cosmo-2  
Country: Italy  
Launch date: 9 December 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Vandenberg  
Launch vehicle: Delta 7420      
Orbit:  622 x 624 km, inclination: 97.9°                                   
 
Earth observation satellite as described for 2007 023A. 
 

  



2007 060A (32378) 
Name:  SDS 3-3   
Country: USA  
Launch date: 10 December 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral  
Launch vehicle: Atlas V-401      
Orbit:  400 x 39966 km, inclination: 60°                                   
 
Military data relay satellite as described for 1998 005A. It was also known as NROL-24, Scorpius and USA-
198. 
 

  



2007 061A (32382)        
Name:  Radarsat-2  
Country: Canada  
Launch date: 14 December 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle:  Soyuz FG/Fregat    
Orbit:  792 x 799 km, inclination: 98.6°                                   
 

 
 
Remote sensing satellite that carried a Synthetic Aperture Radar operating in the microwave band and being 
capable of providing day and night all weather images to users. The satellite had a mass of 2300 kg. 
 

  



2007 062A (32384)        
Name:  Navstar 2R-18  
Country: USA  
Launch date: 20 December 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Cape Canaveral  
Launch vehicle: Delta 7925      
Orbit:  720 x 20310 km, inclination: 55.0°                                   
 
Navigational satellite as described for 2005 038A. Also known as Navstar 2R-M5, USA-199, Navstar-57, 
Navstar-61 and SVN-57. 
 

  



2007 063A (32387) 
Name:  Rascom QAF-1  
Int. Agency: RASCOM  
Launch date: 21 December 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Kourou   
Launch vehicle: Ariane 5GS   
Orbit:  geostationary at 2.9°E                                  
 

 
 
Communications satellite owned by the Regional African Satellite Communications (Rascom) organization, 
an Ivory Coast based organization of which 45 African Countries were a member.  
The 3160 kg satellite was built by Thales Alenia, and was based on a Spacebus 4000B3 platform and fitted 
with 12 Ku band transponders and 8 C band transponders.  
The satellite was operated by RascomStar-QAF, a company registered in Mauritius provided 
telecommunication services in rural areas of Africa, as well as domestic and international connections, 
direct TV broadcast services and Internet access. 
Problems with the on-board propulsion system had the satellite initially stuck in a 590 x 35745 km transfer 
orbit with an inclination of 5.5o and the geostationary orbit was not reached until the end of January 2008. 
 

  



2007 063B (32388)        
Name:  Horizons-2  
Country: Japan  
Launch date: 21 December 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Kourou   
Launch vehicle: Ariane 5GS     
Orbit:  geostationary at 74°W                                  
 

 
 
Communications satellite owned by JSAT and Intelsat. Horizons-2, with a mass of 2350 kg, was based on 
the Orbital STAR platform and carried 20 Ku band transponders.  
In January 2012 the satellite was relocaqted at 84.9oE. 
 

  



2007 064A (32391)        
Name:  Progress M-62 
Country: Russia  
Launch date: 23 December 2007 
Re-entry: 15 February 2008                                          
Launch site: Baikonour  
Launch vehicle: Soyuz U     
Orbit:  334 x 337 km, inclination: 51.6°                                   
 
Cargo transfer spacecraft as described for 1989 066A.  
Progress M-62 docked at the Pirs nadir port of ISS (1998 067A) on 26 December 2007. The flight was also 
known as ISS-27P. It undocked on 4 February 2008 and remained in orbit for another eleven days to conduct 
the Plasma-Progress experiment which investigated the reflective properties, as well as the size and density, 
of plasma particles formed in the spaceship's exhaust. 
 

  



2007 065A (32393)        
Name:  Kosmos-2434  
Country: Russia  
Launch date: 25 December 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour   
Launch vehicle:  Proton M/DM2     
Orbit:  19121 x 19288 km, inclination: 64.7°                                   
 
Glonass M navigational satellite as described for 2001 053A. 
 

  



2007 065B (32394)        
Name:  Kosmos-2435  
Country: Russia  
Launch date: 25 December 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour   
Launch vehicle:  Proton M/DM2     
Orbit:  18981 x 19126 km, inclination: 64.7°                                   
 
Glonass M navigational satellite as described for 2001 053A. 
 

  



2007 065C (32395)        
Name:  Kosmos-2436  
Country: Russia  
Launch date: 25 December 2007 
Re-entry: in orbit                                          
Launch site: Baikonour   
Launch vehicle:  Proton M/DM2     
Orbit:  19147 x 19365 km, inclination: 64.7°                                   
 
Glonass M navigational satellite as described for 2001 053A. 
 

 


